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Tatung steamer rice cooker recipes



Do you share on PinterestOne-use kitchen utensils? Boo on it! Who wants to spend precious storage space on a gadget you can use to make just one thing? (If that one thing is healthy mint chocolate chip ice cream!) Fortunately, a rice cooker is not a one-hit miracle. Yes, it makes perfect rice every time,
but it can also make quinoa, pancakes, eggs, chicken, and even chocolate cake. Surprised? Try these versatile rice cooking recipes to see the extent of this tool. Best of all, these dishes are best in set-it-and-forget-it cooking. That means less time manning the stove and more time getting R and R. So
choose a recipe, set up a stove, and relax with Netflix or read the material, knowing something delicious is minutes. Whether you're ate quinoa for breakfast, lunch and dinner, or you're new to quinoa camp, it's easier than ever to make. We mean, do-it-with-your-eyes-closed easy. Rinse the quinoa until
the water runs clear, add it to the rice pot along with some water (double the amount of quinoa), and withdraw. You're done. Take a big dose of the week and jazz it up as you go along: almonds, fresh herbs and lemon juice are great add-ins.2. Vanilla almond steel oatmealVar for rice: not only for dinner.
Here, it's making overnight oats. All the best breakfast flavors - oh hello, vanilla, almonds and maple syrup - simmer with nondairy milk and steel-cut oats. The texture is also amazing.3. Super kitsch polentaPolenta is the definition of comfort food: warm-you-up corn porridge that makes the perfect side
dish for Sunday roast or veggie-based entrée. (Our advice: Put eggs on it!) Here he gets an ultra-kitsch treatment in an easy-fresh recipe. (Tip: You can reduce the amount of cheese and it will still be tasty.) 4. Rice stove risottoThis recipe cuts a stir of everything while stirring, but still creates a creamy, al
dente texture. OK, so there's a bit of mixing at the beginning - that's when the flavors of soft onions, wine, rice and vegetables first meet. Then you add the inventory, stir one last time, and set the timer. Do. Blogger gives tips on changing it with mushrooms, asparagus, or spinach. Yeah, risotto will be on
your desk regularly.5. Rice puddingThy ingredients plus one rice cooker equals one amazing dessert. Even if you've never been a rice pudding fan, the indulgent simplicity of this sweet, vanilla-scented pudding just might sway you from Ben &amp; Jerry's late night sex. Can we even call it a recipe if it
only has one step? A one-pot complete meal of chicken and rice jazzed with coconut milk, ginger and spinach. Dinner has never been so easy, but delicious.7. Simple rice cooker chicken curryHere are three great reasons to make this dish. Second: This curry is from this world. Second: It's ridiculously
easy to make. Three: Uses ingredients - no more half-used bottles of obscure spices! Toss the ingredients in a rice pot after a long day, and waving the scent of curry will bring you back to life. If you're a vegetarian, skip the chicken. You won't miss meat thanks to the jambalaya mix, but feel free to add
more veggies, beans, or mushrooms. 8. Chicken and daikon soupKuruje flu season? When you need a cozy, healing soup, try this Chinese-inspired one. Ginger chicken and shiitake mushrooms bob around in a full-flavored broth that warms you to the bone. Setting the rice cooker first on cook and then
on to Warm ensures that the broth gets a rich, slow-cooked flavor in a fraction of the time it would be in a slow cooker. 9. Chicken chiliGood news! Chili, that slow-cooker staple, comes off just as easily in a rice pot. This basic chicken chili recipe is easily customizable - add more vegetables, replace
ground chicken with beef, sneak into some crushed hot red peppers - or you can stick with the original. It's a delicious, hearty classic. Tip: Throw a little Greek yogurt on top like sour cream sub.10. Taco SoupSatisfy your Tex-Mex flavors with this hearty soup. Brown rice, black beans, chicken and veggies
form the core. Top off the bowl with your favorite fastenings, such as cheese, avocado, or Greek yogurt. This is the ultimate rice-cooker hack. The trick here is the (little-used) steamer tray. This blogger gives many great tips on how to prevent the dreaded gray-green edge around the yolk and how to stop
eggs from getting exaggerated (put them in a bowl of iced water after cooking). And her roll-it-on-the-counter trick for quick and easy peeling is great.12 Frittata with summer vegetablesFrittata requires an attentive eye - if you have a rice cooker. This elegant dish pulls together potatoes, zucchini and
peppers, first sautéed in a pan and then loaded into a rice pot with eggs. Tip: You can use all the veggies that are chilling in the fridge, so get down with your bad self and clean that sharper drawer. Consider this hearty dish a major multitasker: Serve it among slices of crispy bread for a filling lunch
sandwich or pair it with salad for a light dinner. Listen to this: Ribs cooked in beer without grill or oven. Did your heart skip? It turns out that your humble rice cooker can give you fall-off-the-bone pork cooked to perfection. Here it's warmly in classic Guinness-and-BBQ sauce. Bonus: Hands-free cooking
means less time popping up sauce hassle - until you're ready to chow down. That's when it's time to take off a bunch of napkins. Tip: You can reduce the amount of brown sugar by 1/4 cup and these ribs will still taste great. We like to add fresh chilli to the sauce and serve it with coleslaw.14. Chinese-style
roast porkRoasted pork sans oven? Get it, rice cooker. Sauté boneless pork in a pan and then enjoy that baked, slow-cooked flavor while it simmers with soy sauce, sake, mirin, ginger and garlic. The result is juicy, finely baked. A large main meal in half the time would be in a slow cooker. Even better:
Leftovers make amazing tacos, salads and sandwiches. 15. Sausage jambalayaChannel your inner yuan by this jambalaya sausage. Adding five ingredients to a rice pot produces a down-home meal that's perfect for busy - or just lazy - evenings. The only struggle is to resist the urge to peek like flavors
of sausages, beans and rice meld in clouds of irritating scents. This recipe is big, fluffy pancakes. Do you know what that means? Just pour the dough, turn the switch, and leave. This is much better than standing over a hot stove, flipping pancakes. Top it with fresh fruit, maple syrup, and Greek yogurt.17.
Rice-cooker chocolate cakesWithout eggs or milk needed, this cake is suitable for vegans - and the rest of us. If you'd rather eat pastries than make them, this recipe is a cake. Ten ingredients (plus water) thrown into a rice pot to create this comfy, chocolaty cake. Top it up with your favorite icing, dusting
of icing sugar, or even a little nut butter.18 Poaching pomegranate spiced pearsLaden with flavors such as cardamom, cinnamon, and anise, these spiced pears make an elegant dessert for a holiday party or potluck. Not only are Instagram-ready gorgeous (let them sit in poaching liquids overnight to get a
bright color), but you can get them in advance. There's no need to disappear a mid-party peer nervously into a pot. A rice cooker deserves a place on the kitchen counter for reasons far beyond the world of rice. It can cook everything from the perfect hard-boiled egg to a vegan chocolate cake. And you
know what else? It makes absolutely amazing rice too. Rice needs two things to develop from a hard, small grain to a large, breathy bite - a lot of water and a lot of heat. For this reason, cooking rice happens in four stages: Sitting in waterBoilingAbsorbing water (steaming) Resting Rice cookers
automatically guide rice through these four stages. The appliance consists primarily of the main body, the inner hob, the electrical heating plates, the thermal sensing device and some buttons. Water and rice sit inside the pot while it is inserted into a rice cooker shell. The weight of the pan compresses the
heat sensing device and the heating plate quickly brings water to the boil. The sensor is a small spring-loaded thermometer that measures the temperature of the contents of the pan. It is set to the bottom of the main body of the rice pot. Simple rice cookers usually heat their contents by transferring heat
from the heating plate to the cooking dish, and the type of metal used can improve this transfer. Some metals - copper and for example -- they are highly conductive. In other words, they transfer their heat easily. A wide range of materials can be used to cook a pan, and each type can affect the total time it
takes to cook a meal. The process of cooking rice is simple. Water boils at 212 degrees Celsius (100 degrees Fahrenheit), and once it reaches a stable boil, it won't get hotter. If there is water in the pan, the temperature should be stable. Once the rice absorbs all the water in the pan, the temperature
begins to rise. The rice cooker feels this change and either turn it off or switch to a warming cycle. At this point, rice has finished cooking and entered the rest phase. While most rice cookers don't speed up the cooking process noticeably, they can accomplish the task with fewer bugs and less fuss than
the average person armed with a hob pot, especially when cookers are equipped with fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic allows the rice cooker to respond to what's going on in the pan, and we'll explore how it does on the next page. Photo A.A. NewtonProfesional chefs and home cooks alike look through the nose
at disposable kitchen appliances with one exception: a humble rice cooker. I don't own myself, but I'm going to get an appeal altogether. Rice cookers succeed, where alternative methods fail spectacularly. This is part of Adult Cuisine, a Skillet series designed to answer your most basic culinary questions
and fill in any gaps that may be missing in your home cook's training. Everyone was there: you buy a bag of rice, follow the hob directions on the packaging accurately, and end up with something that's soup, burned to the bottom, sticky, crunchy, or somehow all those at once. If this is your first rice
cooking experience, you should be forgiven for deciding that it is impossible to make rice without a rice pot–but it is not! After all, the covered pot on the stove is the original rice cooker; electronic have just been invented to automate the process. There are three key tricks to avoid spoiling the rice hob:
using the right amount of water, thoroughly rinse the white rice, and let the rice steam off-heat for 15 minutes before serving. To address the first point: the commonly recommended water-rice ratio of 2:1 is bonkers. Your poor rice will drown. Instead of a measuring cup, I use a mallet to measure the
amount of rice in the pot and add the same amount of water on top, resulting in a ratio of 1-ish:1, a process that I will explain in a moment. (A lot of people swear by the first-knee method, but it just doesn't work as well for me as it does this.) When it comes to rinsing, it's non-negotiable for white rice.
Rinsing removes the surface of the starch that the milling process leaves behind, and that starch is what turns sticky during cooking. Finally, finishing rice off-heat helps absorb excess water without Rice cookers don't beep at you until after this crucial final step, which is why people have more success
with them. Here's what you need to make the perfect rice on the stove: Any kind of riceSome sieve (only white rice)1- or 2-quart pot with a lid (for 4 or more cups of dry rice, use Dutch/French ovens) Mallet, skeil, table knife, finger – anything long and thin that you can use to measure the depth of
watersaltbutter or oil (optional)TimerKeeping remember that rice roughly doubles the volume when cooking, deciding how much dry rice you need. Eyeball measures. G/O Media can get a commissionIf you use white rice, rinse it very, very thoroughly in a light mesh sieve under cold running water, mixing
with your fingers and/or swirling sieve around. Photo: Thomas Lawn Keep on it until the water comes down from the bottom is clear. Eject the rice into the pot and flatten the surface. Place the pot in the sink, directly under the battery. Wiggle the stick (or whatever you are) right down to the bottom of the
pot and use your fingers to mark the depth: Photo: Thomas LawnKeep fingers in the same place and lift the stick up to the tip of the chopstick gently rests on the surface of the rice: Photo: Thomas LawnHolding mallet stable, turn on the battery and add water until it touches your fingertips:Photo: Thomas
LawnPhoto: Thomas LawnFor white rice, stop here. For black or brown rice, keep adding water until my fingertips are submerged - usually I stop halfway into my nail bed. Add a few pinches of salt, and a little butter or oil, if you like, then cover the pot and bring to the boil on a high heat. It'll only take about
5 minutes, so stay around. This is controversial, but I think it's okay to lift the lid once or twice for a visual inspection of the boil. Once the rice is cooked, immediately turn the heat to the lowest possible value. (If you are using an electric range, move the pot to another burner at the lowest setting.) Start
timer: 20 minutes for white rice, 45 minutes for black or brown rice. When the timer turns off, cut off the heat and leave the pot alone for at least 15 minutes. (If you're using an electric range, move the pot out of the hot burner completely.) Don't take the lid off to peek! Let it steam! When 15 minutes are up,
swaggle the rice with a fork and serve. Hum a few Amaryllis bars – preferably right into your guests' ears in very close range, so I'll never forget who made this beautiful rice for them – and call it a day, baby! Child!
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